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In a neoclassical framework, it is established that the real money stock is an important input in the aggregate production function. This importance is due to that money is assumed to release capital and labour from the distribution and exchange process of goods and services allowing them to be more effectively used in the production process. Thus, the theoretical literature seems in general to be supportive of money as an input in the production function since it is argued to what extent rather than whether theory incorporates money as an input. However, the empirical literature is less clear on money as a significant input in the production process. Conclusions in the empirical literature is that the output elasticity of real money is negligible in developed economies while it is highly significant for developing economies where the experience from transition economies is neglected. This paper builds on the Solow (1957) seminal approach adopted in Startz (1984) to evaluate the role of the real money stock in the production process in the Baltic States. The results of the paper systematically reveal positive output elasticities of money in the Baltic States. However, the results are not only dependent on the choice of the monetary aggregate but also on the opportunity cost of capital where the role of money is less important with the use of market determined interest rates relative to proxy variables of the interest rate. The elasticity with use of the market determined interest rates is still more important than the general conclusion found in Startz (1984). The results are consistent with the neoclassical monetary theory and its incorporation of real money balances as an important input in the production function. Furthermore, money appears to be complementary to physical capital in line with the McKinnon-Shaw hypothesis. To promote economic growth, policy-makers should not hinder the development of the money and financial markets. To improve the growth potential in Estonia and Latvia, the development of the capital markets should continue for a more efficient use of the different production factors in the production process. The development of the capital markets will further release capital and labour from the distribution and exchange process of goods and services and allowing them to be more efficiently used in the production of goods and services. Increased financial stability will increase the credibility of the financial markets and the use of those markets in channelling financial capital in a more efficient way. Implementing price stability can enhance the growth potential as higher inflation can lead to lower demand for real money balances due to higher expected price levels as a consequence of increased uncertainty. Changes in the real money balances was proved to significantly affect the output elasticity of money and since money is most likely complementary to physical capital the outcome would be detrimental to aggregate output.
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Introduction

In a neoclassical framework, it is established that the real money stock is an important input in the aggregate production function. This relationship is particularly emphasised in the monetary growth models of Friedman (1969) and Stein (1970) where it is argued that money is an essential input. This importance is due to that money is assumed to release capital and labour from the distribution and exchange process of goods and services, thus allowing them to be more effectively used in the production process of goods and services. Accordingly, it has become a common procedure to include the real money stock as an input when estimating the production function. However, Moroney (1972) argues that such an approach is inefficient since money has a broader implication in the production process than can be captured by simply treating money as a factor of production equivalent to physical capital and labour. Furthermore by use of money as an exchange device, the ability of the typical data on money to truly reflect the more efficient use of other production resources is questioned in Fischer (1974). In accordance with the non-neoclassical framework, it is argued in Ben-Zion and Ruttan (1975) that money affects real output through aggregate demand rather than aggregate supply channels.

As a result, the theoretical literature seems in general to be supportive of money as an input in the production function since it is argued to what extent rather than whether theory incorporates money as an input. However, the empirical literature is less clear on money as a significant input in the production process. The early work in Sinai and Stokes (1972) on the role of money as a production factor concludes that the real money stock when added to a Cobb-Douglas production function proves highly significant for the USA. Further studies lend some support, e.g. Short (1979), Simos (1981) and Sinai and Stokes (1989), and some do not, e.g. Niccoli (1975), Prais (1975) and Nguyen (1986), to the general conclusion of Sinai and Stokes (1972). The estimates of the output elasticity of real money in these studies vary considerable.
from under 0.01 to more than 1.0. However, the results depend on the included variables, the specific definition of the monetary aggregate in the analysis and the particular time period.

Using the translog production function allowing for interactions among factor inputs enabling a more rich specification of the relationships among growth and factor inputs not allowed for in the more commonly used Cobb-Douglas approach, Evans et al. (2002) find evidence in their panel of 82 countries of an interaction between money and economic growth. The results suggest that financial development is at least as important as human capital in the growth process. Thus, ignoring interactions between money and growth are likely to render misleading results.

More recent evidence lends support to the mixed results on the role of money as an explanatory variable in the growth process as outlined in Petrucci (1999), Hosoya (2002), Hsing et al. (2005), Shan (2005) and Shaw et al. (2005). Allen et al. (2005) suggests the importance of alternative financing channels and governance mechanisms, such as those based on reputation and relationships, in explaining growth in the rapid growing China characterised with neither a well developed legal nor financial system. Analysing the United Arab Emirates, Darrat et al. (2005) find no dampening effect from financial deepening on cyclical fluctuations in the short-run but strong effects in the long-run. Hence, growth volatility reductions expected from further financial developments are slow to materialise especially in countries with relatively large and well-functioning financial sectors. Lai et al. (2005) analyse nominal income and money growth targeting and their relative effects in influencing economic growth. The results favour money growth as a nominal anchor as local indeterminacy more easily emerges under a regime of nominal income targeting pointing at the importance of money in the growth process related to the conduct of economic policy.

As outlined in Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998), the aggregate production function approach seems unable to settle the debate regarding the role of money in the production process. Furthermore, Fischer (1974) and Nguyen (1986) contend that the production function approach is inherently difficult and largely useless for this purpose. In the paper by Startz (1984) related to the work in Solow (1957), an alternative approach to study the contribution of money to aggregate production is proposed. This approach is also utilised in Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998) where it is argued that the potential shortcomings of the standard production function approach are avoided. The conclusion in Startz (1984) using U.S. annual data is that the output elasticity of real money is negligible while it is highly significant in Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998) using data for Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. The conclusion in the papers renders support for the real money supply in determining aggregate supply in developing economies as outlined in the paper by Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998) but not so in a developed economy as outlined in the paper by Stratz (1984).

Research on the role of money as an explanatory variable in the growth process has generally been conducted on developing or developed countries ignoring the experience from emerging economies. This paper adopts the procedure by Stratz (1984) to extend the literature by examining the role of money in the aggregate production process in the emerging economies of the Baltic States. The paper study the contribution of money on aggregate production related to market determined as well as proxy variables for the opportunity cost of capital as suggested in Wong (1977). The main objective of the paper is to evaluate the impact of changes in real monetary aggregates on economic growth with a non-technical approach. Thus, there is no claim that the results represent the precise contribution of money in the production function. In contrast to Startz (1984) and Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998), this paper furthermore extends the literature by highlighting the importance of not only the choice of the monetary aggregate but also of the choice of the opportunity cost of capital. It is shown that the output elasticity of money is not only significantly dependent on the choice of the monetary aggregate but more so by the choice of the opportunity cost of capital, i.e. the interest rate. The paper is organised as follows. Section two contains a theoretical background and an analysis of the empirical results and section three includes conclusions and policy implications.

**Theoretical background and empirical results**

The issue of money as a significant factor in determining economic growth has been of a central concern in economics and the policy implementation process. In McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973) it is argued that the financial system is a key determinant of economic growth particularly in developing countries where those countries often are characterised by fragmented and embryonic capital markets. Whether this is also especially of importance in emerging economies such as the Baltic States with developed capital markets is not all that clear in the literature. It is furthermore argued that the real money stock becomes a complement rather than a substitute to physical capital under the circumstances of less developed capital markets. Therefore, larger money holdings of real money balances are assumed to enhance rather than inhibit private incentives to accumulate physical capital.

However, the conclusion in Startz (1984) against the productivity of money implies a concern for the efforts to improve the scope and operation of the monetary system if this conclusion is general. This is of a special concern for developing countries where significant amounts of the scarce resources of the country generally have been channelled to improve and liberalise the financial system as an engine of economic growth. On the other hand, the conclusion in Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998) render significant support for the real money supply in determining the aggregate supply.

A general production function with the real money supply as a production factor can be defined as

---

1. The assumptions made by Startz (1984) of constant returns to scale and long-run competitive equilibrium is assumed in the paper but not validated for the Baltic States. The same assumptions are made in Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998).
\[ Y = f(K, L, \frac{M^s}{P}) \]  

(1)

where \( Y \) is output or GDP, \( K \) is the physical capital stock, \( L \) is the amount of labour and \( \frac{M^s}{P} \) is the real money balance symbolising the financial capital stock. The production function is assumed to feature the general characteristic of a diminishing marginal product, i.e. \( \frac{\partial Y}{\partial X} > 0 \) and \( \frac{\partial^2 Y}{\partial X^2} < 0 \), where \( X = K, L \) or \( \frac{M^s}{P} \), respectively.

The approach by Startz (1984) relying on Solow (1957) analyses the output elasticity of money by its factor share of total output. The annual marginal revenue product of money is equalized to its opportunity cost reflected by the nominal interest rate. Thus, the output elasticity of any factor can be defined as the factor’s marginal product times the real amount of the factor used in the production divided by total output. The output elasticity of money referring to money as a physical input can then be computed as the nominal interest rate times the real money balance divided by the nominal output relying on the marginal revenue product of money defined as

\[ \frac{\partial Y}{\partial M^s} \cdot \frac{P}{M^s} = R \]  

(2)

where \( M^s \) is the money supply, \( \frac{\partial Y}{\partial M^s} \) is the marginal product of money, \( P \) is the price level and \( R \) the nominal interest rate. Eq. (2) is then equivalent to

\[ \frac{\partial Y}{\partial M^s/P} = R \]  

(3)

which can be substituted into what Startz (1984) determine as the Solow estimator of the output elasticity of money defined as

\[ \frac{\partial Y}{\partial M^s/P} \cdot \frac{M^s/P}{Y} = \frac{R \cdot M^s/P}{Y} \]  

(4)

To compute the output elasticity of money in the Baltic States, the nominal GDP and different monetary aggregates and opportunity costs of capital is utilized where the data\(^2\) is collected from EcoWin and International Financial Statistics. The data are at the quarterly frequency and range from the first quarter 1994 to the second quarter 2003 for Estonia, the first quarter 1995 to the second quarter 2003 for Latvia and the third quarter 1994 to the third quarter 2003 for Lithuania. GDP is used as a proxy for output. The monetary aggregates\(^3\) used for Estonia and Latvia are the monetary base, M1 and M2 and for Lithuania is the M1 and M2 used. The real aggregates are constructed by use of the consumer price index of each country.

A measure of the opportunity cost of capital in developing countries is either non-existent or at best not very reliable partly depending on that the financial and capital markets outside the commercial banks is not that well developed. The financial and capital markets in the Baltic States have developed continuously during the period used in this paper but still doubts has to be cast on if the interest rates available are credible measures of the opportunity cost of capital for the entire period under consideration. Therefore, alternative measures of the opportunity cost of holding money will be used together with the market determined interest rates. The Estonian market determined interest rate is the money market rate and for Latvia and Lithuania the money market rate and the Treasury bill rate is used where all interest rates are denoted in percentages.

The use of different proxy measures of credit restraint is suggested in Wong (1977) where two measures are particularly recommended\(^4\) used in Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998) as well. The first measure is the ratio of expected total deposit flow to actual total deposit flow in commercial banks which approximates credit market conditions and the degree of credit rationing. Wong (1977) define the expected total deposit flow as the average flow over the preceding periods adjusted for the average growth of deposits over the estimation period. The preceding periods used in this paper will follow Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998) for comparison purposes where three preceding periods is used. When expected deposits rise relative to actual deposits, credit becomes tighter and banks tend to ration credit which signal higher interest rates although that the interest rate may not actually rise due to e.g. government controls. The second proxy of the nominal interest rate is defined as one minus the ratio of domestic credit to national income. This proxy has the advantage of expressing the degree of credit restraint relative to growth in the economy. When credit becomes abundant the measure should decline which indicates easy credit market conditions.

The output elasticity of money is calculated and graphed in figure 1 – 11 with the use of the different monetary aggregates and opportunity costs of capital for each country. Each figure gives the elasticity for the different monetary aggregates given one and the same opportunity cost of capital. The output elasticity of real money in the Baltic States is generally exceeding the results reported by Startz (1984) where the elasticity of the real base money in the USA never exceeded 0,01. However in the paper by Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998), the elasticities range from 0,29 to 2,23 for the real base money in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab

\(^2\) The range and variables to proxy the different effects of the output elasticity can differ between the countries due to availability of data.

\(^3\) The total aggregates are used without distinguishing between money balances held by business firms and those held by households, even though the former in principle should be used. As outlined in Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998), the elasticity estimates are then only valid under the assumption of constant returns to scale which can be challenged for the countries in this paper.

\(^4\) The variables are proxies for the opportunity cost of capital which solely focus on the supply-side and ignoring the demand-side of the capital market.
Emirates. The lowest value for the Baltic States is just around 0.01 for Estonia using the real base money and the money market interest rate and the highest is 3.7 yet again for Estonia using the real M2 monetary aggregate and the expected total deposit flow interest rate proxy. The elasticities vary between the monetary aggregates in the different economies but it varies considerably between the different opportunity costs of capital with a clear distinction between the market determined interest rates and the proxy variables. The opportunity cost that generally generates the lowest elasticities is the money market rate and the highest elasticities are generally generated by the expected total deposit flow interest rate proxy variable. Thus, the choice of the opportunity cost of capital is crucial for the amplitude of the elasticity and therefore for the policy conclusion concerning the contribution of money in the production process in the Baltic States.

Figure 1. Output elasticity of real money with the money market rate as the opportunity cost of capital in Estonia

Figure 2. Output elasticity of real money with the deposit flow proxy as the opportunity cost of capital in Estonia.

Figure 3. Output elasticity of real money with the domestic credit proxy as the opportunity cost of capital in Estonia.

Figure 4. Output elasticity of real money with the money market rate as the opportunity cost of capital in Latvia.

Figure 5. Output elasticity of real money with the Treasury bill rate as the opportunity cost of capital in Latvia.

Figure 6. Output elasticity of real money with the deposit flow proxy as the opportunity cost of capital in Latvia.
As discussed in Darrat and Al-Yousif (1998) and Wong (1977), the opportunity cost of capital in developing countries is at best not very reliable partly depending on that the financial and capital markets outside the commercial banks is not that well developed. This might also be the case for emerging markets especially during the early stages of transition. To scrutinise between the different opportunity costs of capital, the interest rates on three months T-bills, 5-year and 10-year government bonds in Sweden, the U.K. and the USA will be used as benchmark countries where it is argued that the financial markets in those economies are well developed. Figure 12–17 outlines the 10-year government bond rate in the USA and the market determined interest rates or the two proxy interest rates discussed in Wong (1977) for each Baltic country. Each graph is rescaled for comparison purposes. The market determined interest rates in Lithuania evolves over time in line with the interest rates in the benchmark countries to a larger extent than the proxy variables. On the contrary, the proxy variables in Estonia and Latvia mimics the interest rates in the benchmark countries to a larger degree relative to the market determined interest rates. Thus, the most reliable opportunity cost of capital for the output elasticity of money is argued

5 To conserve space, the interest rate on the 10-year U.S. government bond will be used in the figures for comparison purposes as the interest rates with a different time to maturity and/or country generates the same conclusion as for the 10-year U.S. government bond.

6 The money market rate is the only market determined interest rate available for Estonia.

7 For Latvia, the proxy interest rates and especially the deposit interest rate evolves with a similar pattern relative to the 10-year U.S. government bond rate although sometimes with a lag and sometimes independent from the U.S. interest rate. This pattern is as strong for the market determined interest rates as for the proxy interest rates concerning the general evolvement but not to such a high degree concerning short-run changes.
to be the proxy variables in Estonia and Latvia but the market determined interest rate for Lithuania. The role of money in the production process will then be related to the output elasticity calculated by use of the market determined interest rate in Lithuania and to the output elasticity calculated by the use of the proxy variables for Estonia and Latvia relying on the different monetary aggregates.

By arguing that the proxy variables are the most relevant opportunity cost of capital for Estonia and Latvia but the market determined interest rates for Lithuania, it is clear from the figures that real money, however defined, contributes a great deal to output in Estonia and Latvia but not to the same degree in Lithuania. However, the contribution of real money to output in Lithuania is larger than those reported for the USA in Startz (1984) where it never exceeded 0,01. The output elasticity in Lithuania was only occasionally equal to but never below 0,01. Fur-
thermore, it was as high as 0.36 with the use of the money market rate and the M2 monetary aggregate. Thus, the results for the emerging Baltic States generally support the hypothesis outlined in McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973) that money is complementary to physical capital in developing countries and as such is a significant variable in determining economic growth also in the emerging Baltic States. However, the output elasticity of money decreases over time and with it the importance of money in the production process in line with that the Baltic economies and capital markets continually develops.

Conclusions and policy implications

By use of the approach proposed in Startz (1984), this paper evaluates the output elasticity of money in the emerging Baltic States. The results prove to be sensitive to the choice of the monetary aggregate in general and to the opportunity cost of capital in particular. The more narrow monetary aggregates produce less favourable results for money in the production process relative to broader aggregates. The different measures of the opportunity cost of capital implies significant differences in the results and therefore for the policy conclusions of the role of money in the production process. However, the results in this paper are only suggestive and should be interpreted with caution as the results does not represent concrete estimated empirical relationships and the common difficulties encountered with data from developing countries.

Related to the most relevant measure of the opportunity cost of capital, the role of money in the production process was related to the output elasticity calculated by use of the market determined interest rates in Lithuania and to the output elasticity calculated by use of the proxy variables for Estonia and Latvia. The output elasticity of money in Estonia and Latvia is considerably high implying that money contributes to the production process such that labour and physical capital can be used in a more efficient way to increase economic growth and the welfare of the country. For Lithuania, the economic growth process is not that dependent on money as a complement to physical capital but still considerably higher than the general case for the USA found in Stratz (1984). To improve the growth potential in Estonia and Latvia, the development of the capital markets should continue for a more efficient use of the different production factors in the production process. The development of the capital markets will further release capital and labour from the distribution and exchange process of goods and services and allowing them to be more efficiently used in the production of goods and services. Furthermore, to increase the efficiency in the financial markets and enhance the economic growth potential, policies for financial stability as well as for price stability should be implemented. Increased financial stability will increase the credibility of the financial markets and the use of those markets in channelling financial capital in a more efficient way. Implementing price stability can enhance the growth potential as higher inflation can lead to lower demand for real money balances due to higher expected price levels as a consequence of increased uncertainty. Changes in the real money balances was proved to significantly affect the output elasticity of money and since money is most likely complementary to physical capital the outcome would be detrimental to aggregate output. Those conclusions and policy recommendations should be implemented with caution for Lithuania where the role of money in the production process seems to be less clear. As the proxy variables for the opportunity cost of capital only take the supply-side but not the demand-side into consideration, a proxy variable that incorporates the demand-side as well might render enhanced information on the role of money in Lithuania.

The result implies that changes in the real money stock appear to have impacted output in the Baltic States directly through the aggregate supply channel rather than through aggregate demand. Thus, an aggregate production function for Lithuania in general and Estonia and Latvia in particular should therefore include real money balances as an input factor such that the aggregate production function will not suffer from a specification bias.

Further research concerning the role of money in the production function on a disaggregated firm-level includes analyses of the accessibility to real money balances as a constraint in the production process and, on the aggregate level, the more exact statistical relationship between real money and output.
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